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FUTURO is a new product for automatic boar semen collection, that
allows to reduce the time needed for collection, while enhancing its
efficiency thanks to an automated system suitable for all kinds of boars.
It is easy to use and can be fit into existing equipment respecting the
highest hygienic standards during the collection.
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The height of the collection dummy
can be adjusted by means of a
convenient electric piston. The boar
jumps on it in rest position (the lowest
one), then the operator adjusts the
height according to the dimensions of
the boar itself by simply pressing a
button.
The boar will find the ideal position
and comfort to ensure abundant
ejaculates.
Once collection is over, the collection dummy goes back to its rest
position (the lowest one), thus facilitating the descent of the boar.

Available with electrical lifting columns with control units

The rubber pads gently fit into the
boar penis, ensuring the right
catch. The FUTURO collection
dummy is supplied with a sliding
system enabling the boar to
move forwards and backwards
during the collection.
After prepuce cleaning, at the
beginning of the erection, the operator manually discards the first part
of the collected material; immediately after, he fixes the penis to the
artificial cervix by means of a special fork, connecting at the same
time the collecting vat, which is equipped with a filter-provided bag.
1. Sliding System
2. Rubber Pad o Collection Sheath
3. Sheath Forceps
4. Themos Restraint Device
5. Stainless Stell Dummy
6. Height Adjustment
7. Support

The electric adjustment of the collection dummy height makes the
automatic collection system suitable for all kinds of boars, being them
young or adult.
FUTURO
FUTURO's main component is the artificial texture cervix, that perfectly
simulates the natural one.
The sheath material ensures a good and comfortable catch for the
boar and facilitates the initial collection stages, during which the
operator puts the artificial cervix in place.
The sheath thickness and softness prevent any injury to the boar penis.

The collection can then proceed automatically until its conclusion,
allowing the operator to deal with other activities such as the
preparation of the next boar.
The FUTURO collection system does not require any maintenance.
In designing the automatic collection system, the utmost importance
was given to user-friendliness and limited maintenance requirements,
as well as to the efficiency of the system over time.
Advantages
• Time saving up to 80% (1 supervisor every 3 collection dummies)
• Safety and comfort for the operator
• Very easy collection, even for inexperienced operators
• Abundant ejaculate
• Utmost comfort and safety also for the boars
• Lower labour costs per produced dose
• Suitable for all kinds of boars (both young and adult ones)
• Reduction of bacterial contamination

Available in 2 Versions: Plastic Coated and Stainless Steel

FUTURO COLLECTION SYSTEM
Code
P60300
P60400
P60310
P60350
P60311
P60312
P60313

Description
FUTURO BASE stainless stell
FUTURO COMPLETE stainless stell
COLLECTION SHEATH
SHEATH FORCEPS
SLIDING SYSTEM
Electrical lifting columns with control units
Manually lifting columns
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